
 

Hello Junior Division Faculty, 

 

When writing comments for mid-term feedback, please consider using any of the suggested 

Frequently Used Feedback Comments below. 

 

In response to focus and attentiveness: 

- Always prepared and ready to dance 

- Has a strong sense of focus 

- Exhibits great energy and enthusiasm 

- Good work; push yourself to do more   

- Sometimes is a bit distracted but knows how to get back on track 

- Struggles with focus and is easily distracted 

- More attention to focus is needed to retain corrections 

- More effort and energy is needed 

 

In response to use of body and execution (body awareness and technical details): 

- Creates strong shapes, has a good sense of using arms in port de bras  

- Be sure to fully and completely articulate each movement from beginning to end 

- Give each movement more clarity by allotting it more time, not just passing through the 

movements 

- Needs to pay attention to sense of alignment 

- Continue to focus on flexibility and refining your technique 

- Stretch for more flexibility and movement range 

- Continue to work on maintain overall body strength especially in ankles and feet 

- Keep working on finding balance in center work 

- Continue to work on extending your laterals 

- Continue to strengthen your abdominal muscles 

- Work on developing mental and physical endurance, focus and strength in order to see 

greater progress 

 

In response to performance: 

- Continue to explore your artistic expression in your dancing 

- You are developing a beautiful quality to your dancing 

- Good spatial awareness and movement memory 

- Continue to exhibit confidence while performing combinations 

- Shows great potential but is inconsistent  

- Continue to explore presence with facial energy 

- Think about incorporating feelings, emotions, expression and intention when you dance 


